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Angels Of Mercy A Gripping Saga Of Sisters Love
And War
Angel of Mercy By: Benni Hardy Jenna Walter is a woman who has a misconception
about what her life could be because of what she thinks it always had to be—unfulfilled.
However, after winning a large amount of money in the lottery, she meets a most
enigmatic man, Grant Reynolds. And from that stroke of luck, Jenna comes to realize
that not just any but all things are possible
For his sins, his angel lover will bring him to justice… In 1665 Scotland, five years after
the Black Plague, Jophiel is a former angel who removed his wings in an act of selfpunishment for falling in love with a vampire, Frederick. One day, two old friends,
Michael and Zad, give him the chance to return home. Their price? Capture his former
lover and take his head. Lord Frederik Jasper Grimm is a Belial Vampire, born with half
a soul and mortal emotions. Forced to destroy a village of innocents to save his sister
Amelia from a murderous sorcerer, Frederik is on his way to his enemy’s keep when Jo
appears and captures him. Before Jo can raise his sword and take his head, Frederik
begs for mercy and explains why he destroyed the village, counting on Jo’s good
nature to spare him, but Frederik has lied to Jo before. Still, Jo cannot bring himself to
kill Frederik, but he dares not set him free, either. His only choice is to keep Frederik his
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prisoner until Michael returns to explain why Jo would be sent to execute a supposedly
innocent vampire...and all the while, he must keep his knew mortal state a secret.
Angels are all around us—especially at Christmas! Greg Bennett hates Christmas.
Divorced, almost friendless and about to lose his business, he has no time for what he
considers sentimental nonsense. It takes three irrepressible angels to show him the
truth. Shirley, Goodness and Mercy shall follow him—until he learns what Christmas is
all about. Those Christmas Angels come down to earth again to respond to Anne
Fletcher’s prayer request. She wants her son, Roy, to meet a special woman—and the
angels contrive to throw Julie Wilcoff in his path (literally). Another Christmas, another
angelic rescue. The three heaven-sent messengers reunite a divorced couple, bring
peace of mind to an elderly man and grant a little boy’s fondest wish. Because there’s
always joy Where Angels Go. Three classic stories of hope and seasonal cheer from
Debbie Macomber, Official Storyteller of Christmas!
Nathaniel and Chasan are no ordinary angels. Destiny chose them to be twin flames,
fated mates. But Nathaniel has avoided Chasan for nearly a thousand years. When
sent to Earth on a mission to live and work together, Nathaniel comes face-to-face with
his destiny. Short-tempered, petulant, and grumpy, he hates the idea of being fated to
anyone and has chosen an existence of isolation rather than spending time with the
calm, kind, and serene Chasan. But now he has no choice. One is fire, the other is air;
a true dichotomy of angels. Together they will be ignited, or they will be extinguished.
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This assignment will seal their fate either way. * * * 85,000 words. A sometimes-funny,
sometimes-serious story about love, destiny, and other heavenly disasters.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Blind Faith comes the first book in the
Angels of Mercy series—a gripping behind-the-scenes drama of four women who face
life and death every day…July 1st—Transition Day. The most dangerous day of the year.
The day staff at Pittsburgh's Angels of Mercy Hospital braces for the arrival of the
cocky, untested new interns. It's also the first day for L.A. transplant Dr. Lydia Fiore, the
new ER attending physician. Not a good day to lose a patient—especially not the Chief
of Surgery's son. Now, to save her career, Lydia must discover the truth behind her
patient's death, even as it leads her into unfamiliar—and risky—territory.At least she's not
alone. There's med student Amanda, a sweet Southern belle with problems of her own;
Gina, a resident with a chip on her shoulder; and Nora, the take-charge charge nurse
with a cool head but a fiery temper. Not to mention the paramedic who'd like to try his
bedside manner out on Lydia. The four women will learn to depend on each other in
their fight to save lives—because sometimes everyone needs a lifeline...
From the New York Times bestselling author of Blind Faith comes the first book in the
Angels of Mercy series—a gripping behind-the-scenes drama of four women who face
life and death every day… July 1st—Transition Day. The most dangerous day of the year.
The day staff at Pittsburgh’s Angels of Mercy Hospital braces for the arrival of the
cocky, untested new interns. It’s also the first day for L.A. transplant Dr. Lydia Fiore,
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the new ER attending physician. Not a good day to lose a patient—especially not the
Chief of Surgery’s son. Now, to save her career, Lydia must discover the truth behind
her patient's death, even as it leads her into unfamiliar—and risky—territory. At least
she’s not alone. There’s med student Amanda, a sweet Southern belle with problems
of her own; Gina, a resident with a chip on her shoulder; and Nora, the take-charge
charge nurse with a cool head but a fiery temper. Not to mention the paramedic who’d
like to try his bedside manner out on Lydia. The four women will learn to depend on
each other in their fight to save lives—because sometimes everyone needs a lifeline...
Lifelines includes a teaser for the second Angels of Mercy novel, Warning Signs.
Gonzo journalist and literary roustabout Hunter S. Thompson flies with the
angels—Hell’s Angels, that is—in this short work of nonfiction. “California, Labor Day
weekend . . . early, with ocean fog still in the streets, outlaw motorcyclists wearing
chains, shades and greasy Levis roll out from damp garages, all-night diners and castoff one-night pads in Frisco, Hollywood, Berdoo and East Oakland, heading for the
Monterey peninsula, north of Big Sur. . . The Menace is loose again.” Thus begins
Hunter S. Thompson’s vivid account of his experiences with California’s most
notorious motorcycle gang, the Hell’s Angels. In the mid-1960s, Thompson spent
almost two years living with the controversial Angels, cycling up and down the coast,
reveling in the anarchic spirit of their clan, and, as befits their name, raising hell. His
book successfully captures a singular moment in American history, when the biker
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lifestyle was first defined, and when such countercultural movements were electrifying
and horrifying America. Thompson, the creator of Gonzo journalism, writes with his
usual bravado, energy, and brutal honesty, and with a nuanced and incisive eye; as
The New Yorker pointed out, “For all its uninhibited and sardonic humor, Thompson’s
book is a thoughtful piece of work.” As illuminating now as when originally published in
1967, Hell’s Angels is a gripping portrait, and the best account we have of the truth
behind an American legend.
Local Secretary Foils Murderer in Lost Among the Angels, a Historical Cozy Mystery
from Alice Duncan 1920s, Los Angeles, CA Mercy Allcutt is ecstatic to move to
California where she knows she’ll learn all about life and–to her Boston blue-blood
family's horror--get a JOB; no woman in the Allcutt family has ever actually held a JOB.
Mercy lands employment as secretary to Ernie Templeton, Private Investigator.
Mercy’s thrilled, and she’s sure, with time and help, she’ll become an invaluable asset
to Ernie’s business. Ernie doesn't yet share Mercy's sunny optimism, but nothing tests
the resolve of a new employee quite like murder. Publisher Note: Readers who enjoy
cozy mysteries in historical settings are sure to appreciate the Mercy Allcutt series set
in 1920s Los Angeles, California. No vulgarity or explicit sex for those who appreciate a
clean and wholesome read. "Mercy is a pip. I laughed all through this book and stayed
up until 4:00 in the morning to finish it. I was still laughing when I turned out the light.
Not a bad way to end one day and start another." ~Patricia Browning "This gem
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reminded me of the old Dick Tracy comic strips (that I avidly read as a child), as well as
of the black and white PI movies we all recall with glee. The story takes place in 1926,
Los Angeles. I found myself immersed in the first few pages. Author Alice Duncan
either did a lot of research or grew up on stories of the era. Each character has a
unique personality. The characters all dress the parts, all the way down to the bobbed
hairstyle, and speak slang. Don't worry; you won't be lost. This book is headed directly
to my "KEEPER" shelf. Highly recommended!" ~ Detra Fitch (Huntress Reviews) "I read
Lost Among the Angels in one sitting and found it wonderful and so enjoyable. It is a
fast-paced, exciting story and Mercy Allcutt is a terrific sleuth. I can't wait to spend more
time with Mercy!" ~ Rob Walker The Mercy Allcutt Mystery Series Lost Among the
Angels Angels Flight Fallen Angels Angels of Mercy Thanksgiving Angels
From New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons: July 1st, the most dangerous day
of the year... A gripping behind-the-scenes drama of four women who face life and
death every day...
Donald Ennis loves people and puts them first. He rather sees them happy more than
his own happiness. He looks to share his journey with God and share his lessons
learned. Most importantly, he wants to heal the world one book at a time.
Whenever one of nurse Faye Sullivan's patients dies, her twin sister Susie moves in on
surviving bereaved spouses who soon afterward die as well, and retired detective
Frankie Samuels finds the occurrences suspicious. Reprint. LJ.
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An electric combination of angels, mystery and romance, MERCY is the first book in a
major paranormal series.
When a young man marries an unwed mother to save her reputation and give her baby
a home, he must find a way to bring love and joy into their lives as well. Original.
Emily Donovan didn't know love, she didn't know gentle and her future wasn't hers to
own. Because he owned her. There is only so much one soul can take before it is
broken beyond repair and she had reached that milestone long ago. Braiden
Montgomery had secrets, secrets that would see a special place in Hell reserved just
for him. For a man with skills like Braiden, keeping Emily safe would be a piece of cake.
Bringing her frozen heart back to life might just prove the impossible.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In this joyous and whimsical holiday novel, Debbie
Macomber rings in the season with the return of Shirley, Goodness, and Mercy,
delivering laughs, love, and a charming dose of angelic intervention. Shirley, Goodness,
and Mercy know that an angel’s work is never done, especially during a time as
wondrous as New Year’s Eve. With an apprentice angel, Will, under their wings, they
descend upon Times Square in New York City eager to join in the festivities. And when
Will spies two lonely strangers in the crowd, he decides midnight is the perfect time to
lend a heavenly helping hand. Lucie Farrara and Aren Fairchild meet after bumping into
each other—seemingly by accident—in Times Square on New Year’s Eve. They
immediately hit it off and find they have a lot in common: Lucie is a burgeoning chef and
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Aren is a respected food critic. But just as quickly as they’re brought together, another
twist of fate tears them apart, leaving Lucie and Aren with no way to reconnect. A year
later, Lucie is the chef of an acclaimed new restaurant and Aren is a successful
columnist for a major New York newspaper. For all the time that’s passed, the two
have not forgotten their one serendipitous evening—and neither have Shirley,
Goodness, Mercy, and Will. To reunite the young couple, the angels cook up a brilliant
plan: mix true love, a second chance, and a generous sprinkle of mischief to create an
unforgettable Christmas miracle. BONUS: This edition includes excerpts from Debbie
Macomber's Last One Home and The Inn at Rose Harbor. Praise for Angels at the
Table “This delightful mix of romance, humor, hope and happenstance is the perfect
recipe for holiday cheer.”—Examiner.com “Rings in Christmas in tried-and-true
Macomber style, with romance and a touch of heavenly magic.”—Kirkus Reviews “The
angels’ antics are a hugely hilarious and entertaining bonus to a warm love
story.”—Bookreporter “[A] sweetly charming holiday romance.”—Library Journal
FRIENDS, LOVERS AND MORE The hardships of New York force Italian immigrants,
Camille Rosario and her parents to travel to sleepy Paola, Kansas, for a new life. One
girl softens the rejection of the other students and despite a three year difference in
age, colliding personalities and temperaments, Camille and Opal Richards forge a
friendship. At thirteen, Camille’s exceptional sewing skills kick-starts a life-long
seamstress career. Hilarity and patience keep Camille and Opal working side by side
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as boss and accountant, meeting the challenges of happy, sad and outrageous
Midwest brides. Camille’s height is short, her weight is plump, her nose is big and
despite a delightful personality her social life is a dismal one. Tall, beautiful Opal
challenges society’s mores by raising a child out of wedlock with Camille’s help.
Through the Depression, the “Dirty Thirties”, War, Rock n’ Roll, Segregation, Camille
and Opal endure broken engagements, death, polio, tornados and life threatening
health issues to celebrate each other strengths and happiness. Humor and loyalty bind
two friends together through disappointments and triumphs.
In a time of jazz and bootleg liquor, death stalks New Orleans. Captain Ted Mooney of the
NOPD loves his city, and hates those who make trouble for its citizens. In the alleys and
flophouses, people keep dying in suspicious ways. Ted must root out the cause of these
mysterious deaths. And he must face a difficult question: Who decides right and wrong?
New York Times bestselling author CJ Lyons returns to the front lines of the struggle between
life and death in the second Angels of Mercy novel... On rotation at Pittsburgh’s Angels of
Mercy Hospital and struggling to finish medical school, Amanda Mason can’t afford to make
any mistakes—or to reveal a troubling secret. Mysterious symptoms that defy diagnosis have
been affecting her performance, and as she struggles to keep control, the only person who
seems to notice is the irritatingly observant and sexy Dr. Lucas Stone. But when one patient
starts experiencing the same strange symptoms dies and another slips into a coma, Amanda
realizes the clock is ticking on her own survival. With the help of her friends—Gina, a roommate
recovering from her own trauma; Lydia, a streetwise ER attending; and Nora, a by-the-book
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charge nurse—Amanda must solve this medical mystery before she becomes the next victim...
Warning Signs includes a teaser for the third Angels of Mercy novel, Urgent Care.
"I'm as peaceful a man as you're likely to meet in America now, but this is about a death I may
have caused. Not slowly over time by abuse or meanness but on a certain day and by
ignorance, by plain lack of notice. Though it happened thirty-four years ago, and though I can't
say it's haunted my mind that many nights lately, I suspect I can draw it out for you now, clear
as this noon. I may need to try." Set in a summer camp in the Blue Ridge Mountains during the
deceptively tranquil 1950s, The Tongues of Angels is a story of the twenty-one-year-old
painting teacher, a superbly gifted boy, and their advance toward a startling fate. As the nowolder man looks back at on that summer, he reflects on the meanings he thought he had
learned on the threshold of manhood from the perspective of full maturity.
Between an angel and a desperate woman comes salvation—and a raw passion that
challenges them at every turn… When Aurora Robinson attempts to open a rift between
dimensions to embrace her true heritage, an arrogant archangel is the only one who can save
her from the jaws of hell. And while she owes Gabriel her life, she’s determined not to fall at
his feet—despite the desire she feels whenever they’re together. After his wings were brutally
destroyed millennia ago, Gabriel has no compassion for humans like those who ruined him and
betrayed the ones he loved. But when he inexplicably finds himself defying ancient protocols to
rescue a woman from a fate worse than death, he is shocked by the searing attraction he feels
for a mortal. As the ancient forces that seek to punish Aurora for her actions close in, Gabriel
offers the tempting woman protection at his private sanctuary. But as they both succumb to
their desires, they discover an even deeper connection—one that threatens to consume them.
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Alone at Christmas Greg Bennett feels his life has been a waste. Sixty years old and he has no
one to spend Christmas with, no one who cares. Greg knows he's made mistakes, hurt people,
failed in all the ways that matter. As a young man, he fathered a child he never acknowledged.
He deserted a friend in his hour of need. He abandoned his own brother, whom he hasn't seen
in years. Listlessly wandering the streets of San Francisco, Greg finds himself in church—and
whispers a simple heartfelt prayer. A prayer that wends its way to the Archangel Gabriel, who
assigns his favorite angels—Shirley, Goodness and Mercy—to Greg Bennett's case. Because
Gabriel knows full well that Greg's going to need the assistance of all THREE! Shirley,
Goodness and Mercy are determined to create a miracle for Greg. In their usual inimitable
way, they set about to show him what life, joy and Christmas are all about!
Bravery and fortitude are essential for two young nurses to survive the Great War... Lyn
Andrews' saga, Liverpool Angels, is a haunting and unforgettable tale of nursing in the
battlefields of the First World War. Perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries and Maureen Lee. Born
at the turn of the twentieth century, Mae Strickland is only a few days old when her mother
suddenly dies. Her aunt Maggie brings Mae up together with her own children, Eddie and
Alice, and the girls become like sisters. In spite of Mae's unhappy start, life feels full of
promise. Then, as the First World War looms, everything changes. While the local men including young Eddie - leave to fight, Mae and Alice train as field nurses. As they travel to the
front line in the wake of family tragedy, nothing can prepare them for the hardship that lies
ahead. Yet there is solace to be found amid the wreckage of the war, and for both, romance is
on the horizon. But it will take great courage for Mae and Alice to follow their hearts. Can love
win out in the end? What Amazon readers are saying about Liverpool Angels: 'As in all of Lyn
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Andrews' books that I've read, she has a great talent for weaving emotion into her writing. You
feel connected to her characters, and get really invested in their lives and their struggles' 'The
research that Lyn has put into this book is wonderful, it has so much detail and depth as if she
has experienced this first hand. You can really get deep into the story and feel as if you are
experiencing it with Alice and Mae' 'Well written, believable and emotive'
The courtrooms of 1903 Los Angeles are a man's world -- until Kit Shannon arrives ...
"The book covers the extraordinary deeds of two 101st Airborne Screaming Eagle Medics on DDay, June 6th, 1944. Angoville-au-Plain is a tiny village between Utah Beach and Carentan,
where these two medics treated over eighty casualties - American, German and French inside
a 12th Century church."--Publisher's description.

Mercy O'Connor is becoming an angel. She can feel her wings sprouting from her
shoulder blades. They itch. Sometimes she even hears them rustling. And angels
don't need to eat. So Mercy has decided she doesn't need to either. She is not
sick, doesn't suffer from anorexia, is not trying to kill herself. She is an angel, and
angels simply don't need food. When her parents send her to an eating disorder
clinic, Mercy is scared and confused. She isn't like the other girls who are so
obviously sick. If people could just see her wings, they would know. But her
wings don't come and Mercy begins to have doubts. What if she isn't really an
angel? What if she's just a girl? What if she is killing herself? Can she stop?
Grandmother of Monty Mountjoy Cruelly Murdered in Thanksgiving Angels, a
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Cozy Historical Mystery from Alice Duncan --1926, Los Angeles, CA-- Former
Boston Brahmin, Mercy Allcutt, moved from Boston to Los Angeles specifically to
get away from her overbearing mother and father. Therefore, she’s upset when
her boss, P.I. Ernie Templeton, gives her the entire Thanksgiving week of 1926
off so that she can spend the holiday with her parents in their new winter home in
Pasadena, California. Her week of vile endurance is made even more miserable
when a woman is flung to her death over the second-story staircase railing. Her
mother, who deplores the fact that her daughter actually got a job, insists Mercy
call on Ernie to help the Pasadena Police Department solve the case. In the end,
it is Mercy who must solve the crime and risk becoming a statistic herself.
Publisher Note: Readers who enjoy cozy mysteries in historical settings are sure
to appreciate the Mercy Allcutt series set in 1920s Los Angeles, California. No
vulgarity or explicit sex for those who appreciate a clean and wholesome read.
Winner HOLT Medallion, Romantic Times tip pick Two-time RT KISS Award
Winner New Mexico/Arizona Book of the Year finalist New Mexico/Arizona Book
of the Year Award winner Romantic Times Reviewer’s Choice Nominee "Mercy
Allcutt is a delight." ~Carola Dunn The Mercy Allcutt Mystery Series Lost Among
the Angels Angels Flight Fallen Angels Angels of Mercy Thanksgiving Angels
Angels Adrift
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‘A dark and gritty crime thriller that kept me hooked from the first page.' Casey
Kelleher, author of No Fear and Mine It takes a good woman to take a bad man
down Amber. As the top performer at Angel Silk gentleman’s club, she’s seen it
all, been forced to do things she never wanted to do. She’s tired of this life... but
can she escape it? Lizzy. To the women at Angel Silk, she’s the strong queen
bee, mother to the girls. But she’s hiding her own dark secrets - and if they come
to light, her life could be destroyed. Jade. The newest dancer at Angel Silk, she’s
innocent, beautiful... and trapped. She’s in over her head – but does she have
the strength to break free? Three women, all under the control of feared
gangster, Marcus. To take back their lives, they need to come together. But will
he let them go – or will finding freedom mean paying the ultimate price? A
completely addictive, gripping and gritty gangland thriller that will have you
hooked. If you like Martina Cole, Kimberly Chambers or Jacqui Rose, you will
love this nail-biting read. Readers are hooked on The Angels: 'A gripping read
that got under my skin. Alex Kane writes one hell of a villain.’ Gemma Rogers,
author of Stalker and Reckless 'WOW I was hooked...right from the start I was
engrossed in the whole story...will give you shivers down your spine.' ?????
Reader Review ‘What a page turner this is... you never want it to end... A great,
gritty, UK gangland thriller’ ????? Reader Review
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The protection every child is owed was lost on Ella Munroe. Her tiny body was
beaten, bruised, cut and bloodied. The thing about pain, it demands to be felt....
While searching for affection, Ella gave away her body and her escape was
found in drugs. Self-loathing led to self-destruction and Ella tried to cut that hate
from herself. They say pain makes you stronger, fear makes you braver; Ella had
more strength and bravery than most. With her head down, scars covered and
heart locked behind a wall of steel Ella ran. On the streets she found her freedom
but she was still alone, until she found Mercy's, until she found Jax. Born a
warrior Jaxon Carter could intimidate with no more than a glance, but this warrior
was not born to destroy, he was born to protect. To Jax, Ella was much more
than a tiny beaten girl, Ella was an angel. Ella was Jax's angel, she was his to
protect and cherish. She was his to love and although Ella's first instincts were to
run, Jax made her yearn for things she had long forgotten. In capturing her heart,
Jax freed Ella. In embracing her imperfections, Jax owned Ella. Sometimes
though, you have to fight for love and sometimes blood is destined to run a river.
Sometimes, hate trumps love. All Jax had to do was keep Ella safe, it all seemed
so easy..... "Your scars might remind you of where you've been angel, but they
don't have to dictate where you're going." Jaxon Carter Please Note - this book
contains some violence, language that may be found offensive and sexual
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situations.
Bestselling author Lyn Andrews' unputdownable saga ANGELS OF MERCY is
perfect for fans of Kate Thompson and Kitty Neale. Twins Kate and Evvie are
navigating love and heartbreak. But their toughest challenge is yet to come . . .
Blue-eyed, blond-haired, full of smiles and sweetness, even as babies twins Kate
and Evvie Greenway captured the hearts of Liverpool's Scotland Road
slumlands. But now they are almost adults the two girls find that being pleasant,
popular and blessed with a loving family that isn't quite enough. For they've both
fallen for men who will break their youthful hearts . . . But these sorrows are
nothing compared to the tragedies that await them, and so many others, when
the Great War breaks out. Determined to do their part, Kate and Evvie sign up for
nursing training and are despatched to the Front, a terrible world far from their
homes. Can anything - hope, love or the bond that has always united the sisters survive all that lies in store for them? Praise for Lyn Andrews' unforgettable
novels: 'A compelling read' Woman's Own 'A vivid picture of a hard-up, hardworking community . . . will keep the pages turning' Daily Express 'Spellbinding'
Northern Echo
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
STARRING MICHAEL B. JORDAN AND JAMIE FOXX • A powerful true story
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about the potential for mercy to redeem us, and a clarion call to fix our broken
system of justice—from one of the most brilliant and influential lawyers of our time.
“[Bryan Stevenson’s] dedication to fighting for justice and equality has inspired
me and many others and made a lasting impact on our country.”—John Legend
NAMED ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY
CNN • Named One of the Best Books of the Year by The New York Times • The
Washington Post • The Boston Globe • The Seattle Times • Esquire • Time
Bryan Stevenson was a young lawyer when he founded the Equal Justice
Initiative, a legal practice dedicated to defending those most desperate and in
need: the poor, the wrongly condemned, and women and children trapped in the
farthest reaches of our criminal justice system. One of his first cases was that of
Walter McMillian, a young man who was sentenced to die for a notorious murder
he insisted he didn’t commit. The case drew Bryan into a tangle of conspiracy,
political machination, and legal brinksmanship—and transformed his
understanding of mercy and justice forever. Just Mercy is at once an
unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted young lawyer’s coming of age, a
moving window into the lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring
argument for compassion in the pursuit of true justice. Winner of the Carnegie
Medal for Excellence in Nonfiction • Winner of the NAACP Image Award for
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Nonfiction • Winner of a Books for a Better Life Award • Finalist for the Los
Angeles Times Book Prize • Finalist for the Kirkus Reviews Prize • An American
Library Association Notable Book “Every bit as moving as To Kill a Mockingbird,
and in some ways more so . . . a searing indictment of American criminal justice
and a stirring testament to the salvation that fighting for the vulnerable sometimes
yields.”—David Cole, The New York Review of Books “Searing, moving . . . Bryan
Stevenson may, indeed, be America’s Mandela.”—Nicholas Kristof, The New
York Times “You don’t have to read too long to start cheering for this man. . . .
The message of this book . . . is that evil can be overcome, a difference can be
made. Just Mercy will make you upset and it will make you hopeful.”—Ted
Conover, The New York Times Book Review “Inspiring . . . a work of style,
substance and clarity . . . Stevenson is not only a great lawyer, he’s also a gifted
writer and storyteller.”—The Washington Post “As deeply moving, poignant and
powerful a book as has been, and maybe ever can be, written about the death
penalty.”—The Financial Times “Brilliant.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
The lifeless body of an unidentified disabled man is found on a cold fall night in
the Finnish city of Tampere. The police learn that the deceased was a member of
the "Fallen Angels," a gang of wheelchair-bound motorcycle enthusiasts. Soon
there are more attacks on the disabled and ailing. Detective Sakari Koskinen and
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his eccentric team spring into action: How are these events linked? Is there a
serial killer on the loose playing angel of mercy? Critically acclaimed Wolves and
Angels, winner of 2002 Finnish Crime Novel of the Year, is a gripping story about
the struggles of the disabled coping with their new lives and the strains on those
who care for them. Nuanced depictions of interpersonal relationships and
personal challenges make Jokinen's characters come to life on the page.
All Mercy knows is that she is an angel, exiled from heaven for a crime she can't
remember committing. So when she 'wakes' inside the body and life of eighteenyear-old Lela Neill, Mercy has only limited recall of her past life. Her strongest
memories are of Ryan, the mortal boy who'd begun to fall for her - and she for
him.
“Never underestimate the power of a group of women. Fierce, thoughtful and
dramatic—this is a story of true courage." —Susan Wiggs, New York Times
bestselling author She would stop at nothing to protect the women under her
care. Inside a century-old row house in Brooklyn, renegade Sister Evelyn and her
fellow nuns preside over a safe haven for the abused and abandoned. Gruff and
indomitable on the surface, warm and wry underneath, little daunts Evelyn, until
she receives word that Mercy House will be investigated by Bishop Hawkins, a
man with whom she shares a dark history. In order to protect everything they’ve
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built, the nuns must conceal many of their methods, which are forbidden by the
Catholic Church. Evelyn will go to great lengths to defend all that she loves. She
confronts a gang member, defies the church, challenges her own beliefs, and
faces her past. She is bolstered by the other nuns and the vibrant, diverse
residents of the shelter—Lucia, Mei-Li, Desiree, Esther, and Katrina—whose
differences are outweighed by what unites them: they’ve all been broken by men
but are determined to rebuild. Amidst her fight, Evelyn discovers the
extraordinary power of mercy and the grace it grants, not just to those who
receive it, but to those strong enough to bestow it.
Leader of the most powerful army in the heavens, Zacharel has been deemed
nearly too dangerous, too ruthless—and if he isn't careful, he'll lose his wings. But
this warrior with a heart of ice will not be deterred from his missions at any
cost…until a vulnerable human tempts him with a carnal pleasure he's never
known before. Accused of a crime she did not commit, Annabelle Miller has spent
four years in an institution for the criminally insane. Demons track her every
move, and their king will stop at nothing to have her. Zacharel is her only hope for
survival, but is the brutal angel with a touch as hot as hell her salvation—or her
ultimate damnation?
When homicide detective Alexandra Jarvis is assigned a new partner in Aramael,
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a Guardian Angel who doubles as a hit man, they have only one thing in
common: a fallen angel hell-bent on triggering the apocalypse. Now they have no
choice but to work together-relentlessly, fearlessly, intimately. Because only they
can stop the rogue angel from ushering in the end of days.
Discover the 'tough love' of kick-ass angels - the hidden angelic powers who can
smash through your shell of habit and routine and refresh your outlook and your
energy, in ways that will transform your life
Angels of Mercy: Far West & Far East follows the gripping stories of two different
Australiannursing sisters, who overcame the challenging adversities of two very
different circumstances.In the 1930s, Marjorie Silver was employed by The Far
West Childrens Health Scheme andbecame their first permanent flying sister,
based in Bourke. She fought a single-handed waragainst heat, dust and isolation
of the outback to bring vital medical assistance to the far west ofNew South
Wales, before moving on to central Queensland where she established a clinic at
MtMargaret station, in close co-operation with the flying doctor, based at
Charleville. In 1964, shemoved to Brunette Downs, Northern Territory, where she
continued to make use of her nursingskills at the Aboriginal Camp and in the
stations hospital. This previously untold story alsoinvolves the topical Nancy Bird,
who was employed as the sister's pilot for the first nine months.Whilst Sister
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Silver was fighting a battle against the harsh elements of the bush,
anotherdedicated woman of about the same age had graduated as a nursing
sister with a view tooverseas travel. Little did she know that she would shortly
embark on a sea voyage to the exoticFar East, where she would engage in a
battle for survival as an unwilling guest of the Emperor ofJapan. Sister Pat
Gunther joined the AIF and served in the Far East on the battlefield of Malayaand
Singapore. She was captured and taken prisoner at Bangka Island, Sumatra. The
story of thenurses imprisoned in various camps in Sumatra is not unknown, but
this book delves far deeperthan any other story to date and reveals the 'secret'
that the nurses kept throughout their lifetimes. Author and military historian
Lynette Ramsay Silver has an entire 'forensic' chapter devoted to the unravelling
of this secret. This book has been compiled from their edited memoirs,
supplemented by various conversations and interviews. Interspersed throughout
the book and printed in italics, are Lynette Ramsay Silvers historical details
providing additional narrative to compliment first-hand accounts. The book also
lists, for the first time, the name of every nurse who served in WW2. It also
includes the fate of other internees that Sister Pat had met in Malaya and during
her three years of captivity and the fate of the nurses evacuated from Singapore.
It also includes the 29 women that served as doctors in the Australian Army
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Medical Corps during World War 2, as well as the names of the women who
served as nursing sisters in the Royal Australian Navy, Royal Australian Airforce,
Australian Army Nursing Service and the Army Hospital. Angels of Mercy: Far
West & Far East is a tribute to the huge contributions made by our nurses in the
Australian Outback, and to those who served during wartime.
Damien is an assassin, a man with no home and a tortured past. Sold into
slavery as a young boy, he is trained to kill with cold calculation, without remorse.
As a reward for his ruthless success, he is given a chance to earn his freedom
from his cruel master. One last mission. One final person to slay...Lady Aurora of
Acquitaine is the epitome of purity and goodness, beloved by all her people. She
lives her life trying to atone for her mother's cruelty by being a fair and just ruler.
Secretly she fears that one day her mother's murderer will return for her.When
Damien enters Aurora's life, tempting her with promises of dark passion and
forbidden lust, he threatens to tear her peaceful world apart with shadowy secrets
of his own.Can Aurora's light heal Damien's dark spirit or will his evil consume
her? The eternal battle of good versus evil, love versus hate, dark versus light, all
come to a shattering climax in this historical romance set in medieval England.
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